
UPDATED 07/20/21ORIGINAL COCKTAILS
Our house cocktails are mixed and created by our talented pub staff. 
This excludes our canned cocktails.

COCKTAILS
Ginger Limoncello   12   
House infused limoncello, Crater Lake ginger vodka, topped with cock and 
bull ginger beer and a lemon 

Barrel Aged Coffee Manhattan 12
House barrel aged Wild Turkey with coffee beans 

Cucumber Mint Collins   11
Lewis + Clark Gin, cucumber, mint, St. Germain, lemon

West Side (Best Side) Margarita  10
Tequila, freshly muddled lime and orange, fresh squeezed juice, triple sec, 

finished with a tajin salt rim

The Shot - Doctors Orders   10

Tequila, coconut, triplesec, lime, nutmeg

Berry Drop   9
Vodka, Wild Root Marionberry, lemon

Bubbly Paloma   10
Tequila, grapefruit, sparkling wine, sea salt

MOCKTAILS
Garden Press   8      
Muddled cucumber and lemon, topped with a press, garnished with a 
flower

No-jito   8 
Muddled lime and mint, lemongrass simple syrup, soda

WINE
Eola Hills   9/36   Pinot Noir  
Raspberry and cherry notes with a touch of spice on the vibrant finish

Clone 7   8/30   Cabernet Sauvignon 
Fruity, juicy, smooth, oaky, rich, full

NxNW   9/36   Red Blend 
Fresh blackberries, dark chocolate, roasted coffee, violets

Charles and Charles   8/30   Rosé
Peach, melon, stone fruit, red berry

Gazela Vinho Verde   7/25   Rosé 
Slight prickle of fizz that emphasizes its bouquet of red fruits and tropical 
fruits. Light and fresh

Stoller   12/37   Chardonnay 
Lemony scent and bone dry flavors that carry a salt-air crispness

Lange   12/37   Pinot Gris 
Aromas of white lily, pear and melon with slight spice and strawberry



WE’RE SOCIAL
Instagram   @10BarrelBrewing
Facebook   10BarrelBrewingCompany

HOPS
Nature Calls  6   Mountain IPA / 6.5% ABV / 40 IBU 
West Coast IPA meets East Coast IPA and somewhere in the middle you 
get the Mountain IPA. This beer has the big juicy hop profile the IPA lover 
craves, paired with a restrained bitterness and a refreshingly smooth dry 
finish. Amazingly balanced, ultra refined and incredibly quaffable.. When 
Nature Calls its hard to resist..

Cloudchaser   6   IPA / 6.7% ABV / 67 IBU 
Not for Bunny Hillers. This Comet Single Hop IPA was brewed to celebrate 
the new namesake lift opening at Mt. Bachelor. Drink up, Crush the 
Mountain.

Pearl  6   IIPA / 7.8% ABV / 75 IBU 
The first beer Whitney brewed in the Portland brewhouse. The Pearl IPA is 
our best-seller, a perfect marriage of old and new-school IPAs, with classic 
notes of pine & grapefruit alongside bright tropical mango & guava. 

Joe IPA   6   IPA / 6.9% ABV / 70 IBU 
This IPA was formerly known as SAM named after its hops; Simcoe, 
Amarillo, & Mosaic but we were told this would be a trademark issue with 
a large craft brewery out of the Northeast so we had to change it. We 
finally arrived on the perfect name for this IPA... JOE.

IPK  6   India Pale Kolsch / 5% ABV / 45 IBU 
Pilsner and Vienna malts support the clean, crisp bitterness from German 
Noble Hops. A generous whirlpool addition and dry hop of New Zealand 
grown hops add an enticing aroma of citrus zest and tropical fruits. Kolsch 
yeast provides the semi-dry finish with subtle hints of champagne grapes. 

All Ways Down   6   Double IPA / 9% ABV / 75 IBU 
This Double IPA is a full on assault of hop flavor and aroma. We brewed 
All Ways Down with Azacca, Mosaic and Simcoe concentrated hop 
lupulin pellets known as Cryo Hops. If you like IPAs you’ll love this! *Gold 
Medal - 2021 Oregon Beer Awards*

Hazy Trail   6  Hazy IPA / 6.2% ABV / 50 IBU 
Ready for the perfect Juicy IPA? Hazy Trail is ready for you too, with a 
soft malt profile, low IBU, and a huge tropical hop profile, it makes for a 
refreshing, easy drinking IPA. It wans to travel, see new things, and have 
epic adventures with you and your friends. 

 WILD CARD
Unbridled Spirit   6 Kentucky Common / 4.7% ABV / 26 IBU 
A base of 6row Barley Malt and flaked corn is given just a hint of color by 
Chocolate Rye Malt, and balanced with Crystal and Saaz hops. Crisp, yet 
slightly creamy, bright, clean and sessionable. 

Ignition IRA   6   IRA / 7.5% ABV / 66 IBU 
This India Red Ale was brewed to try some of our new hopping techinqes in a classic 
NW stlye. A medium body of Pale and Crystal malts is topped by generous additions 
of Bravo, Mosaic, and Simcoe hops for an enticing hop aroma. This beer is sure to 
please the Hop and Malt lovers alike.

NITRO
Mole Madness   6.5   Barrel Aged / 13.6% ABV / 30 IBU 
Inspired by the flavors in Mexican Molé sauce, we began with an Imperial 
Porter that had savory deep dark chocolate notes.  We added  cinnamon 
and a kiss of cayenne, seemlessly melding these delectable ingredients.

SESSION
Pilsner   6   German-Style Pilsner / 5.1% ABV / 35 IBU 
This is a classic German-Sytle Pilsner brewed the traditional way to enhance 
complexity. We used Noble hops to give it a authentic character you expect from a 
Pilsner. Made with tradition and exceptional quality in mind. Let’s Rip!

Precedential Twheat   6  American Wheat Ale/5% ABV/21 IBU 
Start your day with this refreshing American Wheat Ale. Soft Wheat and 
Malt flavors are accompanied by mild floral and spice qualities derived 
from German Noble Hops. American Ale yeast gives this beer a clean and 
crisp finish. It’s never too early for a Precedential Twheat. 

Reel Good 6   Kolsch/ 5% ABV / 24 IBU 
Brewed using traditional methods and subtle Champagne-like fermentation, this 
Kolsch-style summer ale is clean, crisp, balanced, and almost as light as a dry fly. 
Fish it Well and Drink Beer Outside!

SOUR
Todd’s A Surfer  6   Flanders Red Sour / 7.5% ABV / 15 IBU 
Flanders Red is a Belgian-style sour that seems rare to see good examples 
in the U.S. Our take on it has notable tartness and vinous, fruity qualities 
from being aged in wine barrels, which is balanced by a mild sweetness 
and a complex malty character.

Apricot Crush   6.5  Sour / 6.2% ABV / 7  IBU 
A welcoming introduction to the world of sour beers. Our Apricot Crush 
is made from a Berliner Weiss base and then we add copious amounts of 
apricot to make this beer really pop. Light, crisp and refreshing.

Tropical Lullaby    6.5  Coconut & Lime Sour/ 6.1% ABV /10  IBU 
For some reason it’s hard to get coconut flavor infused in a sour beer. In 
typical 10 Barrel fashion, we threw in more coconut than we had ever 
used in a beer up to this point. We added a touch of lime to brighten and 
bring together the flavors. Yum

DARK
Sinistor Black   6   Black Ale / 5.7% ABV / 28 IBU 
Don’t be fooled by the name because this dark beer is light bodied and 
smooth with subtle hints of chocolate and coffee. Very unique and a must 
dry.

Southbound Stout  6   Stout/ 6.4% ABV / 63 IBU 
Roasty, nutty, and chocolatey with hints of caramel and coffee. Big and 
bold flavors that are sure to satisfy the dark beer lover. Nothing too fancy, 
just a meticulously crafted American Stout.  

Critical Mess  6.5 Barrel Aged Stout  / 10.7% ABV / 65 IBU 
When we use the term “mess” to refer to this beer, we mean it in an 
endearing way, like a lovely plate of food. See, this Imperial Stout was 
aged in maple-cinnamon-vanilla whiskey barrels, so it’s got just the right 
combination of complimentary flavors to really elevate this rich treat of a 
beer. Cheers!

FLIGHTS
10 Barrel Sampler   12 
Reel Good, Critical Mess, Cloudchaser, Sinistor Black, Unbridaled Spririt, IPK, All 
Ways Down, Apricot Crush, Tropical Lullaby, Precedential Twheat

DRINKS TO-GO

BEER NOT BEER FANCY BEER

LOCALLY BREWED


